The monoclonal antibody TAL16.1 recognizes the aspartic acid residue at position 70 in DRB gene products.
A polymorphic monoclonal antibody (TAL16.1), raised against a mouse L-cell transfectant expressing the human DRB5*0101 gene from the HLA-DR15(2) Dw2 DR51 haplotype was shown to have a complex pattern of reactivity to DRB gene products. The antibody bound to a transfectant expressing the DRB5*0101 allele against which it was produced but not to a transfectant expressing the DRB1*1501 allele. These alleles of the DRB1 and DRB5 genes are usually coexpressed on DR15(2) Dw2 DR51 cells. A comparison of the HLA-DRB amino acid sequences of reactive and non-reactive cells identified an aspartic acid residue at position 70, conserved in all antibody-positive cells and absent in antibody-negative cells, which was postulated as being responsible for conferring the specificity of the antibody. The aspartic acid residue at position 70 is present in DRB5*0101 and DRB5*0102 alleles but absent in DRB5*0201 and DRB5*0202 alleles, allowing the antibody to distinguish between these splits of the DR51 serological specificity. TAL16.1 also binds to the product of the DRB1*0103 allele and discriminates between cells with a DR103 specificity and the other DR1 subtypes, DRB1*0101 and DRB1*0102. In this report the value of transfectants as immunogens for use in the production of monoclonal antibodies of predetermined specificity and as tools for the fine mapping of antibody specificity is discussed.